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Model Driven Development 
(MDD) is rapidly gaining 
popularity in sofeware 
development. The Unified 
Modeling Language (UML) is 
accepted as the industry standard 
modeling language to support it. 
Companies are realizing the 
benefits from this approach by 
reducing development time while 
producing higher quality 
sofeware meeting customer 
expectations through removing 
defects in the early stages of 
sofeware development. However, 
the application of UML is well 
known in object-oriented 
programming languages and 
very little or not known in 
function-oriented programs. This 
article presents a mapping of 
VML to C programming 
constructs and explains how to 
apply VML for modeling 
sofeware applications developed 
using C programming language 
to get benefits of MDD. 

Introduction 
The increasing complexity of software 
systems is posing many challenges for 

-software engineers. Document-driven 
approach to software development that has 
been a predominant approach in the past falls 
short to address these challenges. Although 
document-driven approach has been a bit 
successful, it fails to unambiguously _capture 
the system requirements which leads to a 
system developed not meeting the customer 
expectations most of the time. 

Th~ problem of requirements 
specification has been attempted to solve 
with formal approach to software 
development. Formal approach specifies the 
system precisely and unambiguously. The 
system specifications can be verified and 
validated automatically for correctness .. 
It can produce executable code with tool 
support. However, formal languages such 
as Z, which mostly ·take their basis from 
mathematics, are inherently complicat~d to 
interpret and use by software engineers and 
customers of the software system. Thus, the 

. approach does not find a better place in the software industry for widespread acceptance 
of it. 

The emerging Model Driven Development (MDD) is an OMG (Object 
Management Group) initiative that provides an approach to system development based 
on model definition and transformations. Models are used throughout the software 
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development life cycle for analysis, design, construction, deployment and 
maintenance. A model is a description of a system written in a powerful and 
expressive language. The language has a well-defined syntax and semantics, which 
is suitable for automated interpretation and manipulation. The OMG's Unified 
Modeling Language (UML) has become the most widely used standard for specifying 
and documenting a software system through several models. It is a visual and general 
purpose modeling language that can be applied to all the application domains and 
implementation platforms. Its extensive nature allows a software engineer to model 
software systems with all the major development methodologies. However, UML 
seems to be very popular where object-oriented methodology is used for software 
development. 

The C is a general purpose programming language well known for powerful 
function-oriented programming. Software developers, who are content with C, 
use informal structured analysis and design methodology to develop systems. With 
rising popularity of modern object-oriented programming 
languages like Java and C#, object-oriented analysis and r--11•••••----, 

Models are used 
throughout the · 

software 
development life 
cycle for analysis, 

design, construction,. 
deployment and 
maintenance 

design methodology have become the mainstream approach 
for software development. Still a large chunk of software 
developments use C programming language with 
traditional document driven structured analysis and design 
approach. In particular, the embedded software developers 
who are more accustomed to C programming language, 
experience tough challenges from today's increasingly 
complex embedded systems. As time-to-market issues 
archive greater focus, enhancement of developers 
productivity and quality of system are major concerns, 
software developers sought alternative approach to find 1.---11•••••----' 
relief. One elegant approach is to move to UML and MDD to accrue many visible 
benefits. 

The article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the mapping of UML to C 
programming constructs. Section 3 discusses the benefits of MOD and then the article 
concludes with a positive note. 

Mapping UML to C 
Although UML is extensive and can be applied to any methodology, it is more biased 
towards object oriented design techniques. The basic concept of the object is easy to 
understand and adopt in C. While the key concepts of Object Oriented (00) 
methodology like abstraction, encapsulation, data hiding, and code reuse can be 
effectively applied to C, the concept of inheritance seems to be complicated. Thus, a 
pragmatic subset of 00 approach should be used to preserve its essence while 
implementing UML in a procedural language like C. · 
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Figure I: Class Diagram 

Timer 

+seconds: int 

+minutes: int 

+~ick () 

+reset() 

Let's take the example of a Timer object that could 
have the responsibility m keep track of time. It could 
have attributes such as minutes and seconds and 
perhaps operations such as reset and tick. The reset 
operation could initialize the attributes to zero and 
the tick operation could increment the time by one 
second. In UML this could be shown in a class 
diagram having a single object called Timer that has 
attributes minutes and seconds and the type integer 
as well as public operations tick() and reset(). 

While the timer object is realized as a type class in ah object oriented language, in 
C a structure type can be exploited for it. Thus, in C, the code should look like the 
following: 

type struct 
{ 

int seconds; 
int minutes; 

} Timer; 
void tick(Timer *this); 
void reset(Timer *this); 
Like normal C code, the attributes are contained inside the structure and the 

operations that act on these attributes kept outside. However, to distinguish which 
object these operations are to act upon, a pointer argument of type Timer is passed to 
these operations so that the attributes can be manipulated without any confusion. 

Thus, the operations, for example, reset() and tick() can be defined as follows: 

void reset(Timer *this) 
{" 
this-> seconds= O; 
this->minutes=O; 

} 
void tick(Timer *this) 
{ 
this->seconds=this->seconds+ 1; 
if (this-> seconds> = 60) 

{ 
this->minutes=this->minutes+ 1; 
this-> seconds =O; 
} 

} 

-- -~ -- - -- . 
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Initialization and clean up of an object is done with constructor and destructor 
functions which can be handled in C as well. A function init{) to initialize the object 
upon creation and a function cleanup() to clean up the object upon destruction can 
be defined. 

void init(Timer *this); 
void cleanup(Timer *this); 
An instance for an object can be created and destroyed statically or dynamically. 

However, the init{) and cleanup() functions are not invoked automatically during 
static creation and destruction of the object. The static instance is very straightforward 
and is done as follows: 

Timer time; 
The instance is destroyed automatically when created statically. The dynamic 

creation and destruction of instance can be handled by creating create{) and destroy() 
functions that allocate and release memory manually. 

Timer * create() 
{ 
Time *this; · 

this 
= (nmer*)malloc(sizeof(Timer)); 

init(this); 
return this; 

} 

void destroy(Timer *this) 
{ 

} 

cleanup(this); 
·free(this); 

Figure 2: Association Relation ----------------------1 
Timer 

+seconds: int 

+minutes: int 

+tick () 

+reset () 

1 

Display 

J 

+Show () 

In UML the operations can be public or private. This can be achieved by using two 
different files for an object, a specification (.h) file and an implementation (.c) file. 
The private functions that are only visible to the object are declared and defined in 
the implementation file, but not available in the specification file. The public functions 
are declared in the specification file but defined in the implementation file. The 
specification file is included whenever· the use of the object is required in a file. Thus, 
it preserves the fundamental concepts of abstraction, encapsulation, hiding and reuse. 

In UML, the objects exploit some sort of relationship in order to interact with each 
other and invoke each other's functions. For example, the Timer object interacts with 
a Display object to show the time. If the Timer object has to invoke the show() function 
of the Display object, then an association relation from the Timer to the Display object 
can be established. Also a multiplicity can indicate how many instances of the Display 
object the Timer requires. The UML diagram will be as Figure 2. 
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The resulted C code for the Timer object is: 
type struct 
{ 

int seconds; 
int minutes; 
Display *display; 
} Timer; figure 3: Dependency Relation 

If the multiplicity is a constant 
greater than one, then an array 
of pointers of type Display could 
be used. If the multiplicity is many 
and varies with time then perhaps 
a linked list is required. 

Timer 

+seconds: int 

+minutes: int 

+tick(}. 

+reset () 

Display 

+Show () 

The function call for..._ ___________________ ___. 

show(), inside the function tick() of Timer object could be as follows: 

_ tkk(Timer *this) 
{ 

show (this-> display, this-> seconds, this-> minutes) ; 
} 

In this case, the Timer object has an attribute that is an instance of the Display 
object. It is a structural relationship where one object contains an instance of another 
.object. In certain situations a non-structural relationship holds between the two objects. 
It is called a dependency relation. In a dependency relation, one object uses another 
object by accepting it as an argument in the signature of its operation. The argument 
can be passed by value or by reference. The UML diagram for the Timer and the 
Display objects holding a dependency relation looks like as shown in the Figure 3. 

The C code for the _tick() function of the Timer object would be: 

tick(Timer *this, Display *device) 
{ 
show(device, this->seconds, this->minutes); 
} 

A summary of these mappings is presented. 

• The basic concept of object is mapped to a structure in C that uses two files, a 
specification (.h) file and an implementation (.c) file. The specification file holds 
the structure definition having the attributes of the object as part of the structure. 
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The functions that operate on these attributes are declared outside the structure 
and defined in the implementation file. Other objects use the specification file to 
gain access to that object through its public interfaces. 

• All the private and public instance attributes are declared in the structure. Mutator 
and accessor functions to change these attributes can only be used and made 
private or public as required. This discipline has to be maintained to implement 
data hiding. 

• Class attributes, if any, are declared in the implementation •--------t--i 
file·. Private class attributes do not appear in the Modelsimulationand 
specification file. They are marked as static in the codegeneration 
implementation file. Public class attributes are declared enablefasterdesign 
bare in the implementation file and marked as extern in iterations that 
the specification file. 

• Instance operations of the object have a standard first produce desired 
parameter called 'this', a pointer to the object data. Class functionality, 
operations are just normal functions in C. Private perfonnanceand 
operations do not appear in the specification file. They scalability 
are defined in the implementation file only and marked 
as static. Public operations are declared in the 
specification file and defined in the implementation file. 
(A case study using these concepts is provided separately in Developers' Zone in 

this issue.) 

Benefits of MDD 

Model-driven developmeQt is a significant shift in software development that promises 
many improvements of the software development process to deliver business benefits. 
• Improved ProQ_uctivity: MDD supported by tool can generate code automatically 

through model transformation. In fact a tool can generate code between 65-90% of 
the entire system from the models and remaining 10-35% is the code that the 
developers write for function bodies. This.is a significant improvement of developers' 
productivity during initial system development, refinement and system 
maintenance. This enables the developers shifting focus from coding to modeling, 
thus paying more attention to solving the business problem at hand. 

• Better Quality: MDD produces quality code by assuring conformance to requirement 
specifications, removing construction defects through model validation, refinement, 
and simulation, maintaining uniformity and consistency through the use of coding 
standard. Model simulation and code generation enable faster design iterations 
that produce desired functionality, performance and scalability. 

• Reduced Cost and Time: Automatic code generation removes repetitive and 
mechanical parts of the coding process and reduces the manpower requirements. 
It enables low development cost and reduced time-to-market the software. 
Development process becomes ·more predictable thereby lowering the project risks. 
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• Increased Business Agility: MDD helps respond to the changing business 
requirements quickly by modifying the models or code easily to fit in changes. This 
is due to the fact that the mapping between the model and code is kept very 
straightforward and roundtrip-engineering tool makes the correct synchronization. It 
helps in better maintenance. A business-focused approach to software development 
produces software that meets business agility. 

• Documentation: Since model describes the system at different levels of abstraction, 
they are used for better documentation and communication. Thus documentation 
process is also automated. 

• Solving Complexity through 00 Concepts: Object-oriented paradigm itself has 
several benefits over function-oriented approach. Abstraction, encapsulation, 
inheritance and reuse are the key 00 concepts. They reduce complexity of· 
developing large systems. They help provide better structured, more extensible 
and maintainable systems. A 'C' developer can leverage these benefits. 

Conclusion 
Models support software development at a higher level of abstraction bringing greater 
communication, maintainability and flexibility. MDD can solve many pains of C 
developers through requirement visualization, model simulation and quality code 
generation from the validated models. It requires a shift in culture from document 
driven code-centric development to model-centric development. UML models and 
00 co~cepts are basic building blocks for this approach. However, the technical 
complexity of UML modeling and a different approach to software development in 00 
paradigm throw some concerns for C developers. They find difficulty in transition 
from a C development environment to an 00 development environment for adoption 
of MDD. Still then, the benefits of MOD are significant and the C developers must 
cope with the transition to experience it. er, 
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